Business Analyst Intern (m/f)
HAMBURG OPERATIONS INTERN

StyleLounge (www.stylelounge.de) is a leading fashion price comparison platform in
Europe with over 3m monthly visits. Our mission is to match online shoppers with their
favorite outfits among millions of products available in over 400 online shops.
StyleLounge was launched in 2015 by Truventuro (Finanzcheck, Dreamlines,
Home2Go...) and now operates in 6 European countries.
The company has
experienced a steep growth, and is now a top player in Europe.
We use a data-driven approach and artificial intelligence to provide the best
recommendations that fit every shopper’s needs. For our next growth phase, we aim at
developing new features and products to provide the best possible user experience.
Innovation, data and expansion are our motto. Our office is based in the center of
Hamburg and consists of 30 highly skilled, motivated and fun people from all around the
world.
To prepare for our next growth stage, we are currently looking for an Business Analyst
Intern (m/f) - 6 months minimum. You will actively take part in conceiving and assessing
the new products and markets that will support our growth in the upcoming months and
years.

Your responsibilities
● Analyze our key performance indicators and suggest improvements
actionable across all departments
● Provide tools and reporting that make data understandable by all
internal stakeholders
● Contribute to building our growth strategy, notably regarding new
markets/products/clients
● Develop a comprehensive understanding of the fashion ecommerce
market and suggest actions to better address the needs of the key
stakeholders
● Become a valuable asset for top management in the decision-making
process

Your profile
● You have a passion for data and ecommerce
● You are a Masters student in Business Administration, Economics,
Industrial Engineering or other relevant field
● You love and master Excel (must have)
● You have advanced or basic knowledge of SQL querying tools (a plus)
● You are fluent in English (German is not required)
● You are autonomous and have a “get it done” attitude
● You are dedicated during working hours and fun after work

We offer
● Learn a lot about digital startups, analytical tools, strategic
management…
● Interact with all departments (BI, Marketing, Sales, Operations,
Finance) to actually get the full picture
● Work with a team of highly skilled and motivated people from all around
the world
● Be directly involved in strategic decisions with top-management
● Very steep learning and growth curves
● A great workplace in the center of Hamburg where we love to work and
have fun

Interested in the challenge? We are looking forward to receiving your CV and a short
intro explaining why you think you are a fit (5 lines max, make them count!) at
jobs@stylelounge.de.
Please include your earliest possible entry date and the preferred duration of your
internship.

